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A message from the Heart
By: Pastor Paul R. Mullet

The very essence of true Christianity and the Spirit of Jesus the Christ, called 
Yahshua, is to have a complete and full understanding that we as a Nation, Race, and 
People are indeed shaped and created by God, and that He created or crafted us with 
a unique combination of physical, and “Mentality of Separation”, or spiritual, 
characteristics that have set us apart from other nations and races not only here in 
America, but in Europe and other countries as well. 

You see, this world is so arranged that there is obvious competition and rivalry 
between the different nations and races. The land of the world is limited (even if the 
Talmudic venomous viper jews want and sometimes do make you think that it is not), 
the natural wealth and resources of this planet are also limited, and the number of 
people that the land and these resources can support is severely constrained by this 
reality, a fact that once again the venomous viper jews refuse to tell you in their “love 
your neighbor” speech from the jewdeo-Christian pulpits. But, rather than 
encouraging God’s ordained competition between the races for limited land and 
resources, some elites want to treat all of humanity like cattle, or in their word, 
“goyim”, under their control, and cull the herd to their liking. Many don’t know that 
“population control” is a tool used by our enemies to gain control of the population. 
The environmentalist wackos love it, as it’s much like the United Nations-sponsored 
“Agenda 21” radical totalitarianism written about by half-right kosher conservative 
Glenn Beck in his books on the subject.  Still, many patriots are unaware of this 
diabolical agenda. But yet, it’s a fact that is in plain sight if you will just look for it, 
right here in America, for you to visit right in the open. 



     They’ve set their agenda in stone. Theirs is an alarmist creed, used as an excuse for 
totalitarian, anti-Christ control, written on a monument. It is called the “Georgia 
Guidestones” located in Elbert County, Georgia and was erected in 1980. It’s a 
message consisting of a set of ten guidelines or principles engraved on the Georgia 
Guidestones in eight different languages, one language on each face of the four large 
upright stones. Moving clockwise around the structure from due north, these 
languages are: English, Spanish, Swahili, Sanskrit, Hebrew, Arabic, Chinese, and 
Russian.
1)    Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
2)    Guide reproduction wisely — improving fitness and diversity.
3)    Unite humanity with a living new language.
4)    Rule passion — faith — tradition — and all things with tempered reason.
5)    Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
6)    Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
7)    Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
8)    Balance personal rights with social duties.
9)    Prize truth — beauty — love — seeking harmony with the infinite.
10)    Be not a cancer on the earth — Leave room for nature — Leave room for nature.

On their surface, some of those ten guidelines might not sound so horrible. We, 
too, love nature. We, more than they, even, prize truth and beauty and love. But the 
Orwellian, one world government dictatorship envisioned and implied in these 
guidestones should be an abomination to all God-fearing Christians. Imagine, a New 
World Order limiting the human population and enforcing diversity in it, limiting 
personal rights, and exercising complete control over our lives, for their own social 
engineering experiments, forever. In the pro-White novel “Patriot Act” by Doug 
Hanks, an author who sometimes appears as a guest on Euro Folk Radio programs, 
the destruction of those demonic-inspired Georgia Guidestones kicked off the 
beginning of new American revolution, one where the good guys win.  And he knows, 
just as I know and you know, that freedom is a gift given to us by our God. That, my 
brothers and sisters in Jesus the Christ, is the very reason why since the earliest of 
times, communities have been set up, and formed their own infrastructure, and 
worked within their own system. They used their own Nation, Race, and People to 
grow their own food, gather their own food, hunt their own food, and build their own 
buildings in their own styles. They developed different cultures based on what their 
own people needed and wanted and what was natural to them.  That’s especially true 
for our people, who have always been the most creative and inventive, as well as the 
most independent and freedom-loving. They realized the importance of their Nation, 
their Race, and the special relationship with God that they had, and its importance. 
We the White Adamic-Kind realized that we were God’s people, His chosen people, 
the shepherds of the Earth, the tenders of the flocks, the watchmen of the Body 
Politic. We were the ones that are the builders of cities, the creators of vast 



civilizations, who would one day be rulers of the world, and those that are non-
Adamic-Kind. 

Only a nation and race with the right combination of skills, abilities and the true 
Spirit of God have the ability to make a success of life, and we will flourish if we 
maintain our faith and love of and with God, and those nations and races who are 
unskilled, ungifted, uneducated, and not blessed by Him, will in time fail. From the 
peak of their raging to the ash-heap of History, they will rise and fall, only to perish 
and disappear from the Earth if left to do so, as they should be.  But, we find the jews 
behind the curtains pulling at the hearts of the “white Christians”, asking for handouts 
to save the souls of their fellow man……. Well, I hate to break it to you my friends but 
they are not my fellow man and they sure as God as my witness are NOT YOUR 
FELLOW MAN! 

Tragically, for the last 60+ years we have been in the death grip of the fanatical 
internationalist liberals, (let us call them what they really are: the venomous blood 
sucking viper Talmudic life sucking Satan worshiping jews) who want to save the world 
by making the White race pay…when they are in fact the most racist creatures on the 
face of the Earth, and are creating a prison for themselves, sealing their own doom as 
prophesied  in Revelations 2:9 and 3:9, having no regard for anything or anyone that 
is not a Satan worshiping snake, their father, the whispering serpent of the garden, 
the fallen one, Lucifer. They refuse to acknowledge what they know, that a 
competition for the essentials of life between different groups of nations and races 
and cultures will never be eliminated, nor should it ever be, as God ordained at the 
confusion he wrought at the Tower of Babel, and earlier, when He decreed that he 
established the divisions and boundaries of the Earth. All too many over-
compassionate White liberals fall for the Unitarian rubbish. They cling to the belief 
that certain secular bodies, such as the United Nations, can find “permanent” 
solutions to the problems of food production, land ownership, and access to vital 
resources which will satisfy everybody, instead of realizing and accepting the fact that 
a struggle for these and other necessities will only intensify as the world population 
increases and these racial groups will be forced to give priority to the needs of their 
own people, regardless of the effect it may have on others. If there's only enough 
food and resources available for twenty people, you cannot divide it up to feed 
twenty thousand. Science and math are racist, that way. 

Since the mind 1900’s, the world population has doubled and is still growing at a 
net growth of approximately one hundred million, each year. Such astronomical 
growth is truly unsustainable. It is obviously a hidden agenda that the jews have to 
limit the conflicts as much as possible (just as they limit entrance to a stolen land they 
claim is theirs), but this can only be achieved if these facts and the realities of the 
situations are hidden and forced to be fully accepted by the White race through 
Jewish media propaganda. To behave otherwise, or have the truth exposed, would 
create chaos and unrest on an unprecedented scale, such as this world has never 



imagined. (But folks, is that not exactly what is happening today?) Our people, our 
racial kindred, are force-fed or given unrealistic expectations and will have exposed 
themselves collectively too dangerous and most certainly unnecessary exploitation if 
we continue to delude or place blinders upon ourselves, blinded into believing that 
these essential “international (Talmudic shamanistic viper jewish run) bodies” can and 
will eliminate conflict and truly solve all of this world’s problems. It is up to US as a 
nation and race of White Adamic-kind men and women to educate each other to the 
DIVINE TRUTHS hidden by these Talmudic fork tonged vipers and their legions of 
Satanic followers (the modern preachers, pastors, and laymen) who are only focused 
on allowing us to sit by while we die a slow death generated by our own uneducated 
ignorance, and they profit by muddying their churches with every hue and creed they 
drag in and wave an offering plate in front of. 

Failure to educate ourselves and most importantly educate our children, means 
the death of our nation and race. Failure to educate ourselves in the Holy Scriptures is 
the cause of our problems. We are running out of time…… The end of the White 
nation and race would be but a meager 14-20 years from now 2016, without God’s 
divine intervention, through us, His chosen, acting as His instruments. Without His 
grace and deliverance, guaranteed by His covenant with us, the death of GOD’S RACE 
IS AT HAND!  Absent his mercy, THE BIRTH OF THE PLANET OF THE APES IS NEAR!  If 
we don’t turn to God and stand like men, knowing that He is our Covenant lord and 
His son Jesus is our kinsman redeemer, the time may be too late to do something, but 
I ask each and every one of you, to do something to help secure what is true and 
righteous by God, for HIS NATION and RACE.  Be in prayer, educate and arm yourself 
with scripture, and not just take each day and waste it away by watching T.V. or in 
some other selfish desire or wants that you have such as parties with friends, or 
anything that isn’t remotely important or related to the movement and cause of 
White Racialist Pride and Power. God will help us, but He expects us to help ourselves, 
too.

A movement without any form of actual physical movement is nothing more 
than a stagnant body, like a small body of water that lays dormant and fills with waste 
and collects parasites and becomes deadly if you drink from it without making it clean 
once again. You must first purify the water to make it drinkable. You too must purify 
your mind with the word of God and make yourself clean. I challenge everyone to take 
a few hours a day to read your Bibles and learn the word within those wonderful 
pages, and learn the history of YOUR HERITAGE AND YOUR PEOPLE and NATION. Truly 
dedicate those few hours each day to learning the Holy Bible and its message to YOU, 
God’s chosen people, His nation and race, and then you will have a better 
understanding of who you are and what role you play in this body politic. Take the 
time and effort to educate yourself and your family (if you have one) and others in the 
Spirit of Jesus the Christ, Yahshua. Attend a summit or conference this summer or in 
the future that is based on the Holy Bible and its teachings. Join a Christian Identity 



Church like Divine Truth Ministries that is centered in teaching the TRUE MESSAGE OF 
JESUS THE CHRIST and what it means to be a TRUE CHRISTIAN! Put together a local 
food drive for a local White family that is in need. They do not need to know that the 
food has come from a racial aware group of people, but it will lay the foundation that 
is needed for you to have a future conversation with that family, and bring them into 
awareness of our struggle and their true racial identity. 

If you truly love your Nation, Race, and Ethnos, and genuinely want to be a part 
of something great and better than yourself, you will have no issue with dedicating 
just a few hours a day. What else do you have to lose? You probable spend twice as 
much time watching T.V. and drinking beer (if you drink). Or why not make a financial 
contribution to a religious organization that is doing something for God, and our 
nation and race? Or is the purchase of beer, cigarettes, DVD’s, or some other “luxury” 
more important than seeing the future of our, of your Nation and Race, saved?  Do 
you want to be a part of something or do you want to sit on the sidelines and say 
“well I don’t really need to do anything now”? Eventually you will not be able to say 
that, and when that time comes, it will be too late for YOU!

The time is NOW! Rise up and be a real part of something, be part of this great 
and powerful faith-based movement, or live life knowing that you sat by and did 
NOTHING to advance the existence of your people other than make “claims” that you 
“believed” in something, and you “claimed” to be a part of something. 

So what is it going to be? I’ve made my choice! That is why I have said what I 
have today, that is why I have taken that time out of my day to speak these words to 
you and upon your heart.     That is why I spend my time daily writing sermons, 
reading my Holy Bible, answering many letters, answering many phone calls. I have 
answered that CALL; I have placed myself upon the watch tower of the gates to the 
city! This is not a game, there is no reset button, there is no mulligan. It is very real 
and the choice is very real. It is one that must be made now, one that must be made 
without reservations, one that must be made without fear, one that must be made 
knowing that the enemy will persecute and slander you without reservations, for they 
have no mercy. But you must know and accept that God is on YOUR SIDE, he will 
protect you from all harm, if you are a true soldier and member of HIS FAMILY!    

Let me be very clear with you, brothers and sisters, what I believe in is, Racial 
Pride, Racial Honor, Racial Dignity, Racial Purity, Racial Advancement, Racial Security, 
Racial Common Sense, and a Racial GOD! Being proud of one’s race and its 
achievements does not mean that one hates another’s race, it just means that they 
believe that their race has more to offer, and that they are proud of who and what 
they are. That’s something that we as a race seem to have forgotten, or are being 
forced by the jews to forget, but it is time that we remember. Remember who you 
are. The sons and daughters of God. 

Racial consciousness is at the very heart and soul of our being a solid race of 
GOD’s Adamic-kind people and He gives us meaning and purpose to our entire God-



given existence. Only with God within each of us as being His chosen can we continue 
with the struggle to promote the welfare and most importantly the survival of our 
race, the White Adamic-kind, but only if we openly accept Him and acknowledge Him 
and are truly prepared to accept the daunting task that He has for us. We must with 
all our strength defend our race against the abomination of the corrupt Talmudic 
jewish internationalism and speak out against its corrupt mongrelized system, that is 
100% Hell- bent on the total annihilation of God’s chosen race. We must speak out 
against the miscegenation that has been brought to the forefront of this nation, by 
these vipers of Satan, we must speak out against the corrupt government that no 
longer has the best interests of the people who founded it in mind. We must speak 
out against the jewdeo-Christian churches that permit the abominations within their 
congregations such as homosexuals, bisexualism, transgenderism, and other 
abominations. They are attempting to destroy and dilute our distinctive Racial, 
Christian Identity. We will not let them. 

Our Identity was given to us, not to be disregarded, or thrown to the ground and 
walked all over like a piece of trash, like it has no importance. Remember this, Your 
Identity, is what defines you, and embracing that identity makes you a stronger 
person spiritually and emotionally. Embracing your Identity will shine like a light 
within you, it will help guide you on your life's journey. (That light within you is 
Yahweh our heavenly father working within you.) Don’t miss out on accepting your 
destiny and accepting your Racial Christian Identity due to the tricks and treats of the 
Talmudic jews, because they know full well the importance of what happens to them 
if you became aware of your true racial Identity, A White Aryan race that was created 
in God’s image and blessed from the beginning, created for one purpose! 

God, Bless you all and may His light shine upon each and every one of HIS RACE! 


